


HIX Corporation is a global producer of heat transfer and screen-print equipment for the 
graphic printing industry, dough and meat presses for the commercial food service business, 
and ovens and dryers for industrial manufacturing operations.

HIX Corporation consists of a team of product designers, engineers, and production spe-
cialists who are focused on innovation, technology, and quality products. We are an Ameri-
can-based company and everything we manufacture comes from within our 110,000 square 
foot manufacturing facility. We perform all our own fabricating and production, including in-
tegrated aluminum foundry, CNC mill operation, laser cutting, welding, metal forming, wiring, 
fabrication, assembly, and packaging departments. By having a completely integrated facility, 
HIX can monitor and ensure consistent manufacturing control and delivery.

Located in the heart of the Midwest (in Pittsburg, Kansas), HIX has been deeply rooted in 
this community for over 50 years. With over 60 employees, HIX is committed to keeping our 
products engineered, manufactured, and serviced by American employees. Our customer 
service representatives and sales professionals are trained in the very factory we build our 
products. Their years of experience and commitment to quality are the hallmarks of our 
company.

Heat Transfer Presses Screen Print Equipment

Commercial Food Equipment Custom Industrial Ovens

HIX CORPORATION
about the company
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Manufacturing equipment at the cutting edge of sublimation
HIX SUBLIMATION

Sublimation printing is an indirect process which requires four particularly important variables are: 
adequate sublimation dwell time, sufficient pressure, equal heat distribution and appropriate tempera-
ture. Whether using a press or a Sublimation oven with Mug wraps, trust only equipment that provide 
all four parameters in a controllable and uniform way. HIX equipment is designed to provide all these 
parameters within very narrow tolerances, which is critical for success. Controllable time and tempera-
ture, properly and evenly distributed pressure and temperature are built in to all our product and are 
the reason for their generational popularity.



Pressure Generation pneumatic

Dimensions (W x H x D) SOLO: 77.2x55.5x98.4 in. 

 TWIN: 77.2x55.5x148 in.

Heat Platen Dimensions (W x D) 64x44 in.

Weight SOLO: 1630 lbs.

 TWIN: 1890 lbs.

Voltage 230 VAC (3P+G) 50/60 Hz

Current Draw 37 A

Heating Power 13.5 kW

Temperature up to 410 °F

Printing Times Preheating Time: 0-0 s

 Printing Time: 0-9999 s

Pneumatic Connection 116 psi

Max. Printing Pressure 10.14 lbs/in2

44” x 64” Large Format PressLF-4464

LARGE FORMAT
pneumatic

Designed for a complete array of products 
large and small, the LF-series large format heat 
press from HIX offers flexibility and reliability 
when transferring to textiles, aluminum or steel 
sheets, MDF-boards, and much more - no 
matter if thick or thin.

The LF-series is constructed from high grade 
materials and heating elements which provide 
even heating and perfect planeness of the 
heat platen throughout the transfer process.

The LF-series presses are available in solo or 
twin models with a unique hight adjustment 
feature giving ease to positioning and transfer-
ring to thick substrates.

LF
-series

• near edge-to-edge transfer capability

• compatible with substrates up to 5" thick

• perfect for all-over textile prints

• upgradeable from solo to twin

• lifelong warranty on the frame, 5 years on 
the moving parts and 2 years on the electri-
cal system and on all other parts

Twin model shown
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STRAIT DOWN PRESSURE
downward force eliminates pinching on thicker 
substrates

SWING AWAY DESIGN
swing away design clears heat platen from setup 
on lower platen

EASY OPERATION
side bale handle allows easy swinging of heat 
platen

THICK SUBSTRATES
large opening and downward force allows for 
transferring to substrates up to 1 ¾” thick

MAXIMUM PRESSURE
advanced linkage system provides the ability to 
apply 1200 lbs of pressure with minimal effort 

VERSATILITY
works for transferring to various substrates from 
garments to dye-sublimation printing blanks

SWING AWAY
digital

Pressure Generation manual

Shipping Dimensions (W x H x D) 34x20x22 in.

Heat Platen Dimensions (W x D) 16x20 in.

Max. Substrate Thickness 1 ¾ in.

Weight 121 lbs.

Voltage 120 V | 220 V

Max. Current Draw 14.5 A | 10 A

Max. Heating Power 1750 W | 2000 W

Temperature up to 450 °F

Printing Times 0-99 m 59 s

Digital Swing Away PressSM-20

Pressure Generation manual

Shipping Dimensions (W x H x D) 31x25x43 in.

Heat Platen Dimensions (W x D) 20x25 in.

Max. Substrate Thickness 1 ¾ in.

Weight 208 lbs.

Voltage 220 V

Max. Current Draw 17.7 A

Max. Heating Power 4250 W

Temperature up to 450 °F

Printing Times 0-99 m 59 s

Digital Swing Away PressSM-25

SwingMan Advantage

The HIX SwingMan series heat press is for professionals who are serious about 
maximum production, high-quality impressions, safety, and minimal effort on the 
operator. The HIX SwingMan sets the industry standard in heat press design for 
sublimation and textile heat transfer production. This will provide incredible advan-
tages to the operator – reducing fatigue and increasing productivity.

What makes the SwingMan series stand out from the competition is the ability to 
apply over 1200 lbs of downward force with very little effort. Our exclusive progres-
sive linkage method provides a mechanical advantage where a small amount of 
force on the hand end produces a much larger force on the press end.

• integrated digital touchscreen control

• up to 4 programmable presets

• swing away design for setup of sub-
strates clear of heat platen

• downward pressure prevents clamping 
at back of press

• applies transfers to items up to 1 ¾” 
thick

• bale handle for easy swinging of heat 
platen.

• CE certified

• lifetime warranty on heating element
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SWING AWAY
twin

Pressure Generation manual

Shipping Dimensions (W x H x D) 43x35x49 in.

Heat Platen Dimensions (W x D) 16x20 in.

Max. Substrate Thickness 1 ¾ in.

Weight 284 lbs.

Voltage 120 V | 220 V

Max. Current Draw 14.5 A | 10 A

Max. Heating Power 1750 W | 2000 W

Temperature up to 450 °F

Printing Times 0-99 m 59 s

Manual Twin Swing Away PressSM-20 Twin

Pressure Generation manual

Shipping Dimensions (W x H x D) 53x33x42 in.

Heat Platen Dimensions (W x D) 20x25 in.

Max. Substrate Thickness 1 ¾ in.

Weight 355 lbs.

Voltage 220 V

Max. Current Draw 18 A

Max. Heating Power 4300 W

Temperature up to 450 °F

Printing Times 0-99 m 59 s

Manual Twin Swing Away PressSM-25 Twin

The SwingMan Twin series design was built for increased production – lay out one substrate while the press is applying 
your graphics on the other platen. Dual lower platens remain stationary while the heat element swivels between the two, 
eliminating the risk of transfer or substrate movement that’s associated with some shuttle systems.

With the SwingMan Twin series swing-away press, one operator can press a job and set another in place. This helps to 
minimize downtime and keep up with demand, all with one heat press. Because of the long dwell times common with ce-
ramic tile decorating, this is especially important. Plus, with the extended arm, you can apply up to 1200 lbs. of pressure 
with very little effort. This saves on operator fatigue and increases productivity.

• integrated digital touchscreen control

• up to 4 programmable presets

• swing away design for setup of substrates clear of heat platen

• downward pressure prevents clamping at back of press

• applies transfers to items up to 1 ¾” thick

• twin (dual) lower platen for increased production time on 
multiple long dwell time substrates

• repeatable height adjustment scale

• CE certified

• lifetime warranty on heating element
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for easier operation

new
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analog

hobby

The HIX SwingMan analog series heat press will go to work for you. Like your most 
trusted employee, this machine is designed to provide high performance with a 
long lifespan. The SwingMan analog series is the best and most economical in 
its class and is the number 1 choice for small format sublimation businesses. With 
unlimited application options ranging from garment transfers to dye-sublimation 
printing, applications are virtually unlimited.

Recognized as one of the most reliable small format swing-away heat transfer 
presses on the market, the HIX SwingMan analog series packs a lot of punch. At 
the heart of the SwingMan is a lifetime guaranteed cast-in heating element with a 
swing-away design that keeps the hot surfaces away from your hands and arms.

• heat indicating light notifies when press has reached 
set temperature

• applies transfers to items up to 1 ¾” thick

• separate digital timer included

• full-range temperature control to 400°F

• CE certified

• lifetime warranty on heating element

SWING AWAY

Pressure Generation manual

Shipping Dimensions (W x H x D) 22x20x34 in.

Heat Platen Dimensions (W x D) 16x20 in.

Max. Substrate Thickness 1 ¾ in.

Weight 113 lbs.

Voltage 120 V | 220 V

Max. Current Draw 14.5 A | 10 A

Max. Heating Power 1750 W | 2000 W

Temperature up to 400 °F

Pressure Generation manual

Shipping Dimensions (W x H x D) 19x17x28 in.

Heat Platen Dimensions (W x D) 15x15 in.

Max. Substrate Thickness 1 ¾ in.

Weight 67 lbs.

Voltage 120 V | 220 V

Max. Current Draw 12.5 A | 7.5 A

Max. Heating Power 1500 W | 1650 W

Temperature up to 400 °F

Analog Swing Away Press Analog Swing Away PressSM-20e SM-15

Pressure Generation manual

Shipping Dimensions (W x H x D) 17x14x20 in.

Heat Platen Dimensions (W x D) 9x12 in.

Max. Substrate Thickness 1 ½ in.

Weight 19 lbs.

Voltage 120 V | 220 V

Max. Current Draw 7 A | 3.5 A

Max. Heating Power 850 W | 850 W

Temperature up to 400 °F

HobbyLite® Hobby PressHL-912

The HIX SwingMan Hobby Lite heat press is designed for small 
shops, hobbyists, artists, schools, social organizations and anyone 
who is looking for a heat press at a value price. This press offers 
many of the same high-quality features and performance grades as 
our professional equipment.

Weighing in at only 19 pounds, the Hobby Lite heat press offers those 
pro shops with mobile operations the ability to bring their products to 
the market and increase their capacity.

The SwingMan Hobby Lite is the perfect low-cost heat press for 
imaging items such as ceramic tile, mouse pads, plaques, coasters, 
shirts, and more. The 9” x 12” surface and economical price make it 
the number one press for small business, home, or school projects.

• heat indicating light notifies when press has reached set temperature

• applies transfers to items up to 1 ½” thick

• separate digital timer included

• full-range temperature control to 400°F

• ETL certified
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HIX CLAMSHELL
– more pressure
– no cold spots
– better efficiency
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CLAMSHELL
pneumatic

N
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The HIX N-series air-operated automatic heat press is a commercial grade air-op-
erated machine and offers all the capabilities and performance you need in a 
clamshell press.

The N-series is built with a long-lasting pneumatic air cylinder lift system, a larger 
air valve for faster clamping, and bushings in key areas for durability. This all makes 
this machine more suitable for extra high volume work.

• integrated digital touchscreen control

• up to 4 programmable presets

• large opening and underside clear-
ance for easy shirt loading

• long lasting pneumatic air cylinder lift 
system

• automatic clamping cycle applies 
transfers to items up to 3/4” thick

• CE, ETL certified to UL & CSA stan-
dards

• lifetime warranty on heating element

Pressure Generation pneumatic

Shipping Dimensions (W x H x D) 21x15x41 in.

Heat Platen Dimensions (W x D) 16x20 in.

Max. Substrate Thickness ¾ in.

Weight 136 lbs.

Voltage 120 V | 220 V

Max. Current Draw 14.5 A | 10 A

Max. Heating Power 1750 W | 2000 W

Temperature up to 450 °F

Printing Times 0-99 m 59 s

Pneumatic Connection 87 psi

Pneumatic Clamshell PressN-880

SMALLER FOOTPRINT
heat platen opens over press to 
maximize footprint

FASTER OPERATION
opening and closing press is faster 
by eliminating swing in/out motion

FLOATING LOWER PLATEN
lower platen pivots on fulcrum to 
self level heat and lower platen

EASY SHIRT LOADING 
shirt slides over lower platen (with 
optional HIX splitter stand)

LOW COST
lower startup when comparing 
option to option

Clamshell Advantage

Pressure Generation pneumatic

Shipping Dimensions (W x H x D) 21x15x41 in.

Heat Platen Dimensions (W x D) 15x15 in.

Max. Substrate Thickness ¾ in.

Weight 102 lbs.

Voltage 120 V | 220 V

Max. Current Draw 12.5 A | 7.5 A

Max. Heating Power 1500 W | 1560 W

Temperature up to 450 °F

Printing Times 0-99 m 59 s

Pneumatic Connection 87 psi

Pneumatic Clamshell PressN-680

www.hixgraphics.com 9



The graphics industry calls the HIX manual clamshell heat press “The Workhorse” for 
good reason – these presses are rugged, durable, and made to perform.

The secret to our success is in the casting. Every heat casting at HIX is manufactured 
in a permanent steel cavity mold using a HIX-exclusive aluminum alloy for maximum 
heat transfer. The floating lower platen helps provide even pressure on thicker items, 
no matter where it’s applied. HIX presses provide completely even pressure from 
edge to edge, even at high temps.

The easy-to-use open-and-close handle has spring assist and a full range pressure 
adjustment, provides even pressure on thicker items, and adds 20% more pressure 
over straight handle designs.

CLAMSHELL
S

-series
H

T
-series

manual

• integrated digital touchscreen control

• up to 4 programmable presets

• large opening and underside clearance for 
easy shirt loading

• angled handle provides 20% more pressure

• applies transfers to items up to 1/2” – 1” thick

• auto-open latch opens press at end of cycle 
(S-series only)

• CE, ETL certified to UL & CSA standards

• European CE upon request

• lifetime warranty on heating element

Pressure Generation manual

Shipping Dimensions (W x H x D) 21x23x33 in.

Heat Platen Dimensions (W x D) 15x15 in.

Max. Substrate Thickness 1 in.

Weight 84 lbs.

Voltage 120 V | 220 V

Max. Current Draw 12.5 A | 7.5 A

Max. Heating Power 1500 W | 1560 W

Temperature up to 450 °F

Printing Times 0-99 m 59 s

Manual Clamshell PressHT-400

Pressure Generation manual

Shipping Dimensions (W x H x D) 21x23x33 in.

Heat Platen Dimensions (W x D) 15x15 in.

Max. Substrate Thickness 1 in.

Weight 84 lbs.

Voltage 120 V | 220 V

Max. Current Draw 12.5 A | 7.5 A

Max. Heating Power 1500 W | 1560 W

Temperature up to 450 °F

Printing Times 0-99 m 59 s

Manual Clamshell PressHT-400e

Pressure Generation manual

Shipping Dimensions (W x H x D) 21x23x33 in.

Heat Platen Dimensions (W x D) 16x20 in.

Max. Substrate Thickness ½ in.

Weight 95 lbs.

Voltage 120 V | 220 V

Max. Current Draw 14.5 A | 10 A

Max. Heating Power 1750 W | 2000 W

Temperature up to 450 °F

Printing Times 0-99 m 59 s

Manual Clamshell PressHT-600

Pressure Generation manual

Shipping Dimensions (W x H x D) 21x23x33 in.

Heat Platen Dimensions (W x D) 15x15 in.

Max. Substrate Thickness 1 in.

Weight 84 lbs.

Voltage 120 V | 220 V

Max. Current Draw 12.5 A | 7.5 A

Max. Heating Power 1500 W | 1560 W

Temperature up to 450 °F

Printing Times 0-99 m 59 s

Auto-Open Clamshell PressS-450

Pressure Generation manual

Shipping Dimensions (W x H x D) 21x23x33 in.

Heat Platen Dimensions (W x D) 16x20 in.

Max. Substrate Thickness ½ in.

Weight 95 lbs.

Voltage 120 V | 220 V

Max. Current Draw 14.5 A | 10 A

Max. Heating Power 1750 W | 2000 W

Temperature up to 450 °F

Printing Times 0-99 m 59 s

Auto-Open Clamshell PressN-650
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MADE IN USA

  

HIX Heat Transfer Machines are called the 
“workhorses” of the industry, and they are 
found in more graphics shops around the 
world than any other heat press. From our 
Clamshell and Swing Away heat presses, 
to our heat presses for specialty work, we 
have the right equipment to service your 
business. With over 250,000 transfer ma-
chines serving today (many units with well 
over 30 years in operation), HIX is without 
a doubt the most reliable heat transfer ma-
chine choice.  HIX can cover your needs, 
whether you need equipment for a start-up 
business or you are sourcing for a large 
commercial operation.

HIX is renowned for
innovation, engineering and
quality-driven products,
— MADE IN THE U.S.A. —



cap

flat/cube

The HIX B-250 is a super portable hat press that’s lightweight enough to bring to 
shows. The transfer hold down blanket ensures transfers don’t shift anymore.

The B-250 comes standard with a golf size (3” x 5-1/2”) lower rubber covered plat-
en. It can be interchanged with the optional youth size (2-3/4” x 5-1/4”) or ball size 
(3-3/4” x 5-7/8”). HIX can make custom platens as well.

The HIX FH-3000 is for those who want the ability to create transfers onto shirt 
pockets, sleeves, cuffs, collars, bags, aprons, name badges, tiles, gloves, and small 
application jobs. The FH-3000 can be purchased with the flat attachment, the cube 
attachment, or with both attachments.

What makes this press stand out from any regular press is its ability to give great 
control (and much less aggravation) on small items, odd shapes, and unwieldy 
goods. Have you ever tried to put a transfer on an umbrella with a 15” x 15” press? It 
is much easier with this little dynamo.

• integrated digital touchscreen 
control

• up to 4 programmable presets

• interchangeable lower platens

• PTFE hold down blanket keeps 
transfers in place

• spring loaded cap hold keeps 
tension on cap to lower platen

• CE certified

• lifetime warranty on heating 
element

• integrated digital touchscreen 
control

• up to 4 programmable presets

• interchangeable lower platens 
(flat or cube)

• ideal for small transfer surfaces

• CE certified

• lifetime warranty on heating 
element

SPECIALTY

Pressure Generation manual

Shipping Dimensions (W x H x D) 16x19x19 in.

Heat Platen Dimensions (W x D) 3x5½ in.

Max. Substrate Thickness ⅛ in.

Weight 23 lbs.

Voltage 120 V | 220 V

Max. Current Draw 4 A | 2 A

Max. Heating Power 450 W | 430 W

Temperature up to 450 °F

Printing Times 0-99 m 59 s

Manual Cap PressB-250

Pressure Generation manual

Shipping Dimensions (W x H x D) 16x19x19 in.

Heat Platen Dimensions (W x D) 3¾x6 in.

Max. Substrate Thickness ⅛ in.

Weight 23 lbs.

Voltage 120 V | 220 V

Max. Current Draw 4 A | 2 A

Max. Heating Power 450 W | 430 W

Temperature up to 450 °F

Printing Times 0-99 m 59 s

Flat/Cube PressFH-3000

Cap Platens

Ball Cap 
Platen

Golf Cap 
Platen

Youth Cap 
Platen

Cube Attachment

optional

optional

B
-series

F
H

-series
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TAGLESS LABEL
Roll to Roll

Apparel manufacturers looking for alternatives to sew in t-shirt labels and 
garment tags (mainly to make the consumer more comfortable in their 
clothes and to reduce costs) have transitioned to tagless care labeling.

Speed, durability, and ease of use separate the HIX Digital R2R from all 
other roll label transfer presses. It is designed specifically for high produc-
tion applications of tagless care labels with transfer times quick as one 
second on a variety of fabrics. Short web paths, tool-less web guides, and 
quick release lower platens decrease change-over times and eliminate 
excessive waste.

User-friendly machine controls and a multi-color index reader ensure 
precise label placement. The HIX R2R easy load system requires no tools, 
and its sensor adjustment is simple and capable of reading either side of 
the roll transfer.

The reader is programmable to detect virtually all colors in the spectrum in 
one quick step. Digital controls guarantee precise heat and time control, 
while the coreless take-up reel makes discarding spent roll stock quick 
and easy. There’s no need for tape or spare cores and for shaped dies 
– the quick change over of the lower pad eliminates the handling of hot 
dies.

Pressure Generation pneumatic

Dimensions (W x H x D) 33x26x16 in. 

Heat Platen Dimensions (W x D) 4x5 in. (4x4 in lower)

Effective Transfer Size 3¾x3¾

Max. Label Roll Size 8 in. O.D.

Max. Label Roll Width 4 in.

Weight 138 lbs.

Voltage 120 V | 220 V

Current Draw 5 A | 3 A

Max. Heating Power 600 W

Temperature up to 410 °F

Printing Times 0-99 m 59 s

Pneumatic Connection 70 psi

Tagless Care Label Heat PressR2R• manual pressure adjustment

• etl certified

• lifetime warranty on the heater element.

• 8” O.D. max roll size

• 4”x5” standard heat platen

• 4”x4” standard lower plant

• custom lower platens available

• digital heat control – adjustable up to 425°F

• tool-less locking hub for quick changeover 
between roll labels

• over/under multicolor index reader

• optical two-hand control switches

• interchangeable lower platen

• core-less take up reel

• emergency stop

• manual/auto selection – drive selection 
button

• jog button

• optional clear label index reader available

www.hixgraphics.com 13



HIX 2-STEP WRAP
The advantage of the HIX “Snap” Wrap is its patented tool-less clasping technology. No other mug wrap on 
the market is as easy to apply or remove. There’s no fumbling with awkward closing mechanism or wrench-
es, and no need for extra hands when you’re trying to juggle endless adjustments while closing a clamp with 
screwdrivers or other tools.

HIX “Snap” Wraps open and close with a simple “snap.” The unique locking mechanism is simple. Securely 
close the wrap while providing a snug fit for the artwork on the substrate. Substrates, artwork and wraps are 
now ready to be sublimated in a small kitchen-style convection oven or a larger commercial conveyer belt 
oven!

4 inch tapered wrap –  
For truncated/tapered wall substrates with or 
without handle such as standard ceramic 12 oz 
latte mugs.

6 inch tapered wrap –  
For truncated/tapered wall substrates with or 
without handle such as standard ceramic 17 oz 
latte mugs and porcelain eco-tumblers.

2 inch tapered wrap –  
For small truncated/tapered substrates with or 
without handle such as small shot glasses.

4 inch straight wrap –  
For straight wall substrates with or without handle 
such as standard ceramic 11 and 15 oz mugs and 
14 oz travel mugs.

3 inch bowl wrap –  
For straight wall large circumference substrates 
with or without handle such as ceramic dog 
bowls.

2 inch bowl wrap –  
For straight wall large circumference substrates 
with or without handle such as ceramic cat bowls.

8 inch straight wrap –  
For straight wall substrates with or without handle 
such as water bottles and thermal tumblers.
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OVENS & WRAPS
SubliPro

For high-volume sublimation, direct to garment, this is the oven for you! For a 
production of a hundred to several hundred mugs per hour, the HIX SubliPro 
Oven is the perfect choice. As the only one of its kind in the industry, this oven 
can sublimate on a variety of substrates: wide, tall, short, white, colored, or black, 
up to a height of 8.5”. This includes an ever growing variety of sizes and shapes 
such as cat and dog bowls, shot glasses, beer steins, latte mugs, glasses, drink-
ing bottles, etc.

With redesigned and repositioned heaters combined with an advanced airflow 
circulation, HIX was able to narrow the temperature variation within the oven 
chamber to within 10-15ºF, which is sufficient to satisfy even the most demanding 
and unforgiving substrates (such as black mugs and top-to-bottom sublimation). 
The even temperature profile, the larger door opening, the advanced cooling 
system at the exit end of the conveyor, and the stainless steel belt all represent 
a significant upgrade over our previous mug oven design.

• Substrates up to 8½ inches tall

• Digital belt speed controls

• Stainless Steel Belt

• Digital Temperature controls

• Single and multiple zone controls

• Relay and heater lights

• Heater and control overload 
protection

• Multiple heaters (up to 12 units)

• Recirculating air zones and airflow 
speed on units 10’ and longer

• Insulation under top skin on all 
units

• Exit end product cooler cools 
products for handling and packing 
when unloading from the belt

• Wheels standard on all units

MODEL DIMENSIONS ELECTRIC REQUIREMENTS PRODUCTION CAPACITY

 2414 24” belt width x 14’ total length 208V/3ph/50Amp/15kW 120-180/hour
   240V/3ph/45Amp/15kW
   380V/3ph/26Amp/14kW

 3626 36” belt width x 26’ total length 208V/3ph/112Amp/40kW 300-500/hour
   240V/3ph/100Amp/41kW 
   380V/3ph/51Amp/34kW

 4827 48” belt width x 27’ total length 240V/3ph/140Amp/57kW 750-1100/hour
   380V/3ph/90Amp/55kW 

Production capacity up to 60/hour

Oven Chamber (W x H x D) 15¼x20x21 in.

Oven Dimensions (W x H x D) 30x29x28½ in.

Oven Weight 218 lbs.

Shipping Weight 250 lbs.

Total Watts (including blower motor) 8.0 KW

Voltage 208 V | 240 V

Max. Current Draw  1 PH – 38 A | 33 A

 3 PH – 23 A | 19 A

Fan Power ⅓ H.P.

Countertop Sublimation OvenSubliPro-Ct
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ACCESSORIES
Interchangeable Cap Platens
for use with the B-250, P-250, and 
B-250 cap transfer machines
• youth 2-3/4”x5-1/4”
• golf (standard) 3”x5-1/2”
• ball 3-3/4”x5-7/8”

Cap Braket
insures transfers stay in place 
prior to and during tranfer 
process 

Splitter Stand
HIX HT-400/600 & S-450/650 
series heat press stand for 
dressing shirts over lower 
platen

Heat Press Stand
• made of sturdy square 

steel tubing
• easily assembled
• 4 casters
• ships flat: UPS
• weight 24 lbs
• length 35”, width 26”, 

and height 32”
*heat press not included

Pad Protector
• protects rubber pad from wear and stains
• increases the life of the rubber pad
• allows smooth movement for positioning 

product and transfer
• provides a non-sticking, easily cleaned 

work surface

PTFE Protector Sheets
• protects rubber pad from wear 

and stains
• provides a non-sticking, easily 

cleaned work surface

Specialty Platen
four sided platen for heat 
applied graphics to sleeves 
and cuffs

Shuttle Attachment
twin padded lower castings glide easily under 
the heat head for increases the production 
output by providing two work stations

for use with the air automatic N-680 and 
N-880 heat transfer machines

non-stick coated pad protector required
(Maximum substrate thickness ¼”)

FH-3000 Cube Attachment
for use with the FH-3000 combo, 
flat, or cube press.

3-1/2”x3-1/2” maximum cube area

Water Seperation Trap
• for use with the air automatic N-680 

and N-880 heat transfer machines
• filters the air and keeps the water 

from entering the machine
• helps prolong the life of the machine
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